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ACCURO EMR

Leave at the end  
of the day with 
your charts done

While other platforms 
require multiple screens for 
various tasks, AccuroEMR 
users can perform any task 
from any screen within 
a click or two. And that 
means there’s time to call  
it a day.

single-platform 
EMR in Canada#1 Healthcare 

Providers across 
Canada use Accuro

19,000+
Awards and 
Recognition

30+
Customer Service 

EMR experts 
ready to assist

95+
average client 
retention rate

98%

One Click to Your Best Workflows
Achieving a satisfying work/life balance can be a challenge. Completing patient charts will often 
take you well into the evening, affecting personal time and other commitments.

Welcome to the EMR built to support your workflows and increase the efficiencies of  
your practice. As the #1 single-platform EMR in Canada, AccuroEMR is connecting Providers to 
their patients, every day.



You have unique demands. When Canada’s Healthcare Providers need 

a performance EMR, they call upon AccuroEMR to improve the health 

of their patients and the wellness of their business.

FAST. EFFICIENT. ACCURATE. 
AFFORDABLE.

With one click of the mouse, Accuro will lead you to where you need to be 

– quickly and efficiently. Accuro is designed to make your work easier while 

other EMRs require multiple screens for various tasks, obstructing your view 

and wasting your time.

TO ACTION

• View appointment history  
and previous encounter notes

• Trend patient labs & vitals

• Order tests, requisitions 
and referrals

• Fax directly from patient  
charts

• Update CPP (Cumulative 
Patient Profile)

• View outstanding items:  
tasks, preventative care

• Bill the patient encounter

• Patient Engagement - launch 
video visits and send secure 
messages to patients

Instant access with just one click of your mouse:

From our Patient Chart, navigate 
to practically anywhere 



Write notes and 
prescribe drugs... 
Fast!

With proprietary 
‘Clickable Words’ 
technology, 
complete a note... 
In seconds!

Easy and fast 
referral, consult, 
and requisition 
workflows

Quick documents. 
Action your 
patient labs 
and view results 
instantly

Time-saving support
for Specialists and Family 
Practice
Using built-in collaboration with Family Practitioners, 
Specialists, and their associations across Canada, 
Accuro maximizes features that support their unique 
workflows. Specialists and Family Practitioners can 
quickly access or build forms unique to their practice 
and automatically convert those forms to consult 
letters or requisitions. And that’s just the beginning.  
Each client will have a Practice Consultant to help set 
up workflows for their clinic.

Accuro’s Specialist Tools are currently  
available for:

  Paediatrics

  OB/GYN

  General Surgery

  Rheumatology

  Orthopaedics

  Family Practice

  Cardiology

  Psychiatry

  Ophthalmology

  Gastroenterology

  Endocrinology

  And more!

From Accuro’s Billing screen, manage daily claims, 

review unsubmitted claims and errors and most 

importantly, take action to re-submit claims when 

needed. Accuro understands your workflows and 

provides full Accounts Receivable reporting on 

a per-Provider and group basis. Billing is tightly 

integrated into Accuro and as a result, no patient 

visit happens without a record. 

A Configurable Scheduler? 
Absolutely. Accuro embeds all patient  
appointments as billable items; Drag and  
drop patients quickly into the Scheduler.  
Then save additional time by establishing  
appointment types that preload billing  
claims and include procedure codes.

Simple solutions lead to powerful outcomes. 

Billing & Scheduling
handled with ease

"“I like that Accuro allows me to see almost everything I need from one screen. This includes 
medications, allergies and the patient’s history. Accuro provides me with a clear overview of 

the patient without having to look through multiple charts and documents. With Accuro,  
I click less and do more. Since we have been on Accuro, we are much more efficient.“

DAVID VERRILLI  |  FAMILY PHYSICIAN 
Village FHT, Toronto ON
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"
“On our Go-Live day, we had a big day planned with 75 patients.  
I finished before I would normally finish on my old EMR. It was like  

I had always been using it. I have zero hesitation to recommend Accuro.”

DR. EL-TAHAN  |  ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON
El-Tahan Orthopaedics, Nova Scotia

NOT A SINGLE ISSUE

The pathway to Accuro is led by EMR Specialists, Data 

Migration Teams and onsite Trainers who will guide your 

staff through all of the phases leading up to your successful 

EMR transition and beyond. 

We’ve got your back.

  ACCURO ENGAGE - Engage with patients 

directly from your EMR. Ask us about 

Video Visits, Patient Messaging and Online 

Booking with Notifications

 Accuro Appointment Reminders

 Accuro Voice: Transcription & Dictation

 Accuro Data Analytics

 Accuro Patient Forms

Accuro on its own is Canada’s most powerful EMR.  Increase that power by adding:

SIGN UP TODAY!

Supercharge those clinic workflows

Making the move to Accuro... 
Seamless

http://www.accuroemr.com

